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ŠIK’S THEORY IN PRACTICE:
LA LONGERAIE
by Soleiman Naderi, Noor Al-Khayat

As was evident from the previous essays, the terms ‘continuity’,
‘ensemble’ and ‘estrangement’ run as constant, recurring themes
in Miroslav Šik’s writings, lectures and public talks. With this essay,
we first give an overview of these theories by doing a close reading
of some of Šik’s publications where the terms are mentioned. The
results of these readings and our critical interpretations of them will
then be assessed in Šik’s practice by considering them in a realized
project whose conception has allegedly (by Šik himself as well as
other theorists) been rooted in these terms; the hotel complex La
Longeraie in Morges, western Switzerland.

Terminology
On continuity, Šik writes: “Anyone who is fascinated by the variety of

the city he lives in will be interested in its preservation and continuity.
[...] By meaningful continuity, I mean an on-going renewal of the
old...” [1]. Here, Šik defines continuity with the seemingly paradoxical
phrase “ongoing renewal of the old”. He clarifies this further: “...

thus a sense of history combined with an affirmation of numerous
conventions and common practices, and at the same time a clear
“yes” to moderate and reasonable renewal.”[1]. Šik uses the phrases
‘numerous conventions’ and ‘common practices’ fairly liberally,
they are left subjective and open for interpretation. This vagueness
somewhat typifies Šik’s tone. Concepts and ideas are kept ambiguous
and only made specific as they are translated into practice. This also
means that terms and definitions he uses might refer to slightly
different things when describing different projects. Room is left out
for particular, context- and project-specific solutions.
Another distinction of Šik’s writing is the fact that he often writes
prescriptively; he frequently speaks of how things should be. To a
certain extent, this is also true for his lecturing; the phrase “Every
Masterly Apprentice
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building must have...” recurs often during his public talks and school
lectures. This signifies Šik’s strong opinion and his passion for
architecture.
During a visit by the ‘Masterly Apprentice’ studio to the ETH, where
Šik teaches, we witnessed how ruthlessly competitive his studios are.
Šik employs a ranking system with a ‘winners’ and ‘losers’ wall for
successful and less successful student project entries. However, we
were also surprised by how open he was towards ideas that diverge
from his own. He does not impose his views on his student nor does
he expect them to agree with him. Which was evident from the wide
variety of approaches and styles on the ‘winners’ wall.
With these observations in mind and looking back at the previous
quote on ‘continuity’, we can start observing this dual tone that is
both indistinct and dictative. A crude interpretation of the quote would
be: “One should, in one way or another, aspire to achieve continuity
by combining existing historical elements with common practices and
conventions”.
Regarding the notion of ensemble, Šik writes: “The ensemble in

architecture is first of all not a composition. The complex blocks of
buildings were not chiseled out by a single masterful hand, and the
textures and details do not form a stylistic unity”[2]. This quote should
be read with the premise that Šik sees the ensemble as something
that architects should desire to achieve. In this excerpt, Šik states
that an ensemble is not so much about elements being identical
replicas of each other, but rather merely similar. He explains further:
“If perchance we do take in several buildings at a sweeping glance

that are grouped around an evidently collective spatial figure, while
forming balanced volumes and a coherent mood, we can be sure
that we are witnessing a typical Gesamtkunstwerk, or total work of
art.”[2]. Elsewhere he writes: “If we understand identity within variety
6
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to mean the marriage of adjacent buildings as it has evolved in some
cases across several decades, we come closer to what we mean by
ensemble”. In other words, an ensemble involves an (unspecified)
intricate balance between variety and uniformity. In an urban context,
both of these are accommodated by a ‘natural’ evolution throughout
time. Uniformity is provided by the common, locale-specific
architectural language (type) and variety by the specific influences of
the architects of the individual buildings (model). The distinction made
here between type and model is used as characterized by French
theorist Quatremère de Quincy, namely that the type describes the
general guidelines that can be followed and the model the result of a
practical application of these guidelines.
The term variety in the earlier-mentioned phrase ‘identity within
variety’ is defined by Šik as ‘estrangement’. It is often wrongly
translated

from

the

German

‘verfremdung’

into

‘alienation’.

Indeed, the term ‘alienation’ carries a negative connotation that is
undoubtedly not intended by Šik, whereas ‘estrangement’ is more
neutral in this sense. Estangment can be described as the process
where new elements are made to clearly relate to existing ones while
at the same time show visual divergences. According to Šik, applying
estrangement correctly would result in a ‘dialogue’ which would
otherwise not be there in a context where the elements perfectly
imitate each other. To remain in the speech analogy, the latter would
produce an echo chamber, where all participants are in complete
agreement - by definition, an unproductive activity. Šik explains: “[...]

neighboring buildings enter into a dialogue when they relate to one
another by way of their color schemes, details, or volumes, but at
the same time display other features that are different. If instead
the buildings resembled one another in architectural expression
and milieu, completely imitating each other, then we would have a
pure stylistic analogy. And this, strictly speaking, does not constitute
variety and is therefore not an ensemble.”[3]
Masterly Apprentice
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Now that a terminology with clear definitions is established, we can
start evaluating the different concepts against Šik’s architecture, more
specifically, La Longeraie hotel complex in western Switzerland.
La Longeraie
The hotel complex is a former early-20th century catholic boarding
school which was expanded with a church and two adjacent buildings
in the 1950’s and ‘60’s. These additions were designed by Swiss
architect Pellegrino in so-called Perret-style (images 1 and 2).

1. Mobilier National, Auguste Perret

2. Mobilier National,

3. Palais d’Iéna, Paris , Auguste Perret

In 1990, Miroslav Šik won a competition for the repurposing of the
compound into a complex with multiple hotel wings, restaurants, a
gymnasium and congress rooms. Šik’s competition entry consisted
8
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of a redesign of all the façades except the church’s. He also added a
new colonnade connecting the different buildings (images 5).
The main challenge was to maintain unity within the different
buildings despite the vast differences in façade compositions and
window types and sizes. Šik did this by preserving the Perret theme
and expanding it to all buildings (until then, this was only the case in
the Pellegrino additions). This Perret-style is expressed in the window
details, namely the protruding window and door frames and the
horizontal bands that encircle the buildings. However, there where

5. Redesigned parts by Šik

the this frame grid in a Perret façade is a direct expression of the loadbearing concrete structure, this is not the case in La Longeraie, as it
is only used to ensure visual unity (see image 6 and 7).

6. Exploded view window detail

The colonnade is another tool Šik uses to maintaining aesthetic
coherence. Here, estrangement (which as we established earlier, was
needed to create the ensemble) is achieved by using different types
of columns which are employed to denote the different functions; the
restaurant building is lined with unornamented rectangular columns
and the hotel building with classically decorated ones (image 8).
Masterly Apprentice
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At the same time, both column types relate to each other by the
fact that they form a continuous colonnade and that they are both
occasionally positioned in pairs.

8. Column types

9. Window types

10
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Conclusion
Looking back at Šik’s approach for the redesign of La Longeraie and
evaluating it against his (broad) theoretical views, we can safely
say that Šik was successful in specifying and translating them into
practice.
Šik applies a single window type to create variations that fit the
existing façade composition (image 9). Here, all windows ‘speak’
the same language but ‘say’ different things. A similar but different
method is applied for the columns in the colonnade where one column
type is a abstraction of the other. Šik defines these processes as
‘verfremdung’ or ‘estrangement’. This ensures what he calls ‘identity
within variety’ which in turn would lead to an ‘ensemble’, unifying the
entire complex.

Masterly Apprentice
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METHODOLOGY

The research question is answered through a

The research question will lead into the

literature study together with an architectural

following principles that can be applied into the

analysis.

architectural design:
“HOW DOES NORMAN FOSTER APPLY HIGH-

The purpose of this research is to investigate

TECH

ARCHITECTURE

which architectural qualities are present in a

CONTEXT?”.

IN

A

HISTORICAL

historical context and how these qualities could
be applied into a new architectural design.

Moreover, the relations between the the old and

Another objective of this analysis is to determine

new are examined, where “the old” specifically

which principles are used to make a building

refers to the Maison Carré. This leads to the

with a clearly ‘modern’ and contemporary formal

following sub-question:

character fit into a historical context. The results

“IN WHAT WAYS IS THE CARRÉ D’ART RELATED

and findings from this analysis is eventually to be

TO THE MAISON CARRÉE?”

used in an new architectural design within the
same context.

After having determined how the building is fitted
into its historical context and how it is related to

An architectural analysis of the Carré d’Art

Maison Carrée, the specific architectural qualities

by Norman Foster can provide the means to

of the building are analysed. This will help us gain

understand and investigate these qualities.

a deeper understanding of the building and how

As this “mediatheque’’ is often praised for its

it functions. From this follows the final research

connection to the historical site of Nîmes.

question:
“WHAT ARE THE ARCHITECTURAL QUALITIES
OF THE CARRÉ D’ART?”

16
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In order to structure the analysis, different

To experience these qualities in person,

subjects are examined individually. These are

a trip was planned to the project location

arranged in a descending order, from a bigger to

in Nîmes.

a smaller scale.
This trip had three main objectives:
- Urban context

Goal 1: Answer the question “Which

- Analogy

architectural qualities can be experienced

- Design decisions

within the Carré d’Art?”

- Program

Goal 2: To experience the spirit of the

- Volume

project location

- Compositions

Goal 3: Find an ideal project location for

- Circulation

the architectural design of my graduation

- Interior

studio. A condition is that there should be

- Structure

a direct visual connection to Carré d’Art

- Systems
- Materials
- Details
- Replication

Masterly Apprentice
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INTRODUCTION
Carré d’Art

1. INTRODUCTION

“I’m proud to think that it has a timeless quality”

resulting volume into that footprint. This was

says Sir Norman Foster about the Carré d’Art .

done to create a building that fits perfectly in the

“The structure is in essence a response to the

morphology of the urban structure.

1

city which has monumental grandeur and the
richness of small details’’. Carré d’Art first opened

Carré d’Art is designed with the warm climate of

its doors in May 1993, the plot stands in the core

southern France and its powerful sun in mind. An

of Nîmes, one of the most impressive historical

atrium at the center of the volume was Foster’s

cities in southern Europe. The structure was

first proposition, a common design approach in

Foster’s first French project, and has been often

Nîmes and the region.

described as the

“Pompidou of the south’’.

The client’s vision, that of an intricate balance

Carré d’Art lies on one of Nîmes’ most-used

between tradition and innovation, history and the

touristic routes - that between the Roman Arena

future have led to a dialogue that was rooted into

and Jardin de la Fontaine (Nîmes’ largest public

the design of the Carré d’Art.

park). This route is an integral part of the building
since it is incorporated as a diagonal path that

Foster

was

one

of

twelve

distinguished

architects that were invited for the design of the
“mediatheque’’ on the plot of a burnt down old
theatre next to the well preserved third-century
Roman temple, Maison Carrée.
In order to retain the foorprint of the old theatre,
and because the program turned out to be too
large, Foster ‘pushed’ more than half of the
[1] Foster and Partners.Bleuprint Extra 11.(6). 1993

20
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goes through it.

Image 1 The old site: Maison Carrée and the old theatre. Morris, J. Foster and Partners

Image 2 Arial view of Nîmes, with the Arena in the centre, Bataan 2005

Masterly Apprentice
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BACKGROUND ARCHITECT

Norman Foster was born in Manchester, England
in 1935. His father was a shop manager in a
poor underprivileged district of Manchester.
Later, he became a security guard and a laborer
in a factory respectively. In his younger years,
Norman Foster attended a private school and a
grammar school. In his 20’s, due to his financial
condition, Foster had to leave school to work
as the city’s treasurer in Manchester. Later, he
joined the national service in the Royal Air Force.

Image 3 Sir Norman Foster. Foster and Partners

In an interview for the Louisiana Channel,

Norman Foster was awarded the Royal Gold

Foster explains “I think as a child, I was always

Medal for Architecture in 1983, the Gold Medal

interested in buildings, in things, locomotives.” .

for the French Academy of Architecture in 1991

After the Royal Air Force academy, he had several

and the American Institute of Architects Gold

jobs, selling furniture, a baker and factory laborer.

Medal in 1994. In 1994, Foster was nominated

At the age of 21 he joined the Manchester

as Officer of the Order of Arts and Letters by

University School of Architecture and City

the Ministry of Culture in France. In 1999 he

Planning and gradated in 1961. After winning

became the twenty-first Pritzker Architecture

a scholarship to Yale University, he received a

Prize Laureate; and in 2002 he was elected

Master’s Degree in Architecture.

as the German Orden Pour le Mérite für

2

Wissenschaften und Künste and in Tokyo he was
In 1963 he co-founded Team 4 and in 1967

awarded the Praemium Imperiale.

established Foster Associates, today known
as Foster + Partners. Founded in London. Over

Foster was granted a Knighthood in the Queen’s

the past four decades, the practice has been

Birthday Honors List, 1990, and appointed by the

responsible for a strikingly wide range of work,

Queen to the Order of Merit in 1997. In 1999 he

from urban master plans, civic and cultural

was honored with a life peerage in the Queen’s

buildings, offices to private houses and furniture

Birthday Honors List, taking the title Lord Foster

design

of Thames Bank.

[2]Louisiana Channel, Louisiana Museum of modern art. 2015
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A few High-tech buildings designed by Norman Foster .

Image 4 Sainsbury Centre for Visual Arts, Norwich 1978 Oxyman 2008

Image 6 Cranefield University Library GB. Cranfield 1992 GFDL

24
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Image 5 Renault Distribution Centre GB. Swindown 1982. Matthew 2008

Image 7 The Faculty of Law GB. Cambridge 1995 A.Dunn 2005

Masterly Apprentice
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Norman Foster
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URBAN CONTEXT

The historical heart of Nîmes and the orthogonal

street, is paved and given new life by excluding

grid originating from the Roman era are still

parked cars from the site. The mediatheque now

visible in the current city plan. Carré d’Art is

lined with cafés and a square full of visitors, have

juxtaposed with the Maison Carrée to form the

strengthened Nîmes with social and commercial

historic heart of Nîmes.

possibilities.

Manifested in a busy and lively

interior and exterior creating an attraction for
The building can be seen as an urban shortcut

visitors, which today average at about 1250 per

to the historical surroundings. The glazed façade

day.3

combined with the light atrium creates a visual
interplay between Maison Carréeand the heart
of the building. The roman amphitheater lies at
the southern tip, while the Maison Carrée stands
on a square at the northwest corner of the new
Carré. The square, where once passed a busy
[3]Foster and Partners. Norman Foster works 2.(395)2005
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Image.3 Nîmes, France

Image.8 Location of Carré d’Art and historical sites of Nîmes

Image.9 Location of Carré d’Art in the heart of Nîmes

Masterly Apprentice
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Image 10. Aerial view of the historic Nîmes, with Carré d’Art in the centre Elly 2011

30
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ANALOGY

Image 11. Stacking functions

Image 12. The placement of five storeys into the ground

The initial design evolved through different

strong Mediterranean daylight into something

iterations, but the idea of a canopy above the

more suitable for displaying art.

inner courtyard persisted throughout all. Foster
created a unifying dialogue between the new

The building houses different cultural functions

mediatheque and Maison Carrée, bringing the

which are visually and physically connected

two together, displaying the continuity of city life

through the atrium. As such, the atrium serves

and the urban culture. He integrated the space

as the beating heart of the building where all

between the two structures, by minimizing

visitors pass through and people meet and start

parked vehicles in that area.

conversations. As Foster said “The heart of

the project4, is a kind of gallery courtyard with
The public library was placed in the lower floors,

a generous cascading staircase linking all the

below the street level, which are provided with

public levels.”

natural light through the atrium. The lower levels
house storage areas for art and books.

The completion of the mediatheque was put on

.

hold due a catastrophic rain pouring. The heavy

The art galleries are located on the upper floors of

rain led to a major rethinking of the design; to

the mediatheque in the canopy’s shade such that

prevent future water damage, the building was

the daylight that enters is indirect and uniform.

liften 1.5 meters above street level, creating

Louvers were implemented to filter daylight,

a stone plinth. This served a second purpose,

these elements are operated by an intelligent

namely to maintain visual contact between the

electric system placed on the roof and all the

entrance of the Carré d’Art and Maison Carrée

four façades, achieving a system that limits the

over the passing cars.

[4]Foster and partners. Blueprint. Extra 11.(8).1993
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Image 13. Morphology

Image 14. The implementation of Maison Carree proportions into the design of the new Carre

Image 15. The dialogue between the Maison Carre and Care d’Art

Masterly Apprentice
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ANALOGY

The monumental glass façade, placed on a 1.5
meter high podium set in stone used to pave the
existing square, ties the building even more with
the Roman temple.
Foster established two locations for the user to
go outside the volume: one at the roof top café
under the canopy with views over the Maison
Carré and one at the rear of the building, a little
balcony that gives a view of Tour Magne.
Foster created a timeless modern and yet a
traditional building

‘’a place for the people’’,5

completed by the end of 1992. While modern in
its material use (glass, steel and concrete), the
building shows many subtle parallels to Maison
Carrée, mainly in its use of traditional proportions
in the front façade (Image14).

[5]Foster and partners. Blueprint. Extra 11.(9).1993
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Image 16. Sketch by Foster himself, Analyzing the site

Image 17. Sketch by Foster himself, Analyzing the site and design decisions

Masterly Apprentice
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ANALOGY

The exposed concrete ‘half’ columns and the

The building could be roughly described as glass

cultural center are purposefully mirroring the

box, adapted to the local conditions. Foster

half-columns walls of the temple. At the same

expresses the structure in a tectonic display,

time, Carré d’Art is clearly not a classical building,

that is to say, the materials and joints are clearly

in a way it even rejects the classical. The canopy,

visible. Foster explicitly chooses to show the

for instance, is supported by 5 slender columns.

beauty of the bearing elements by accentuating

This odd number is a clear denial of or at least a

the joinery and bringing the logic of structure into

conscious departure from the classical obsession

sight.

with the even and the symmetric.
The same tectonic demonstration can be seen at
The plan layout of the building is very simple,

the canopy, where the slender steel columns are

both the façade and the plans follow the same

bearing the steel beams and louvers.

grid. The façade is a composition of a series of
in-situ cast concrete columns combined with

The connection between the various levels is

steel columns and and glass panes. The program

expressed by a large, glazed staircase supported

consists of the central courtyard around which

by steel beams which in turn are connected to

the different functions are organized,

the concrete columns.

36
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Image 18. Final Sectional model. Foster and partners

Image 19. The implementation of Maison Carree half Columns into the design of the New Carre, Morris, J. Foster and partners

Masterly Apprentice
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PROGRAM

The building is placed on a structural grid, seven
bays across and eight bays deep. The elevators
and grand staircase occupy one whole bay with
an offset to one side, while the two side bays are
given over to services and escape stairs.
The program is arranged as follows: the galleries
on the two top floors, three levels of library
space below those, with basement levels for
storage and installations, while the mediatheque
is sandwiched between the two. The whole
program is composed around the central atrium.
By responding to the street and ‘pushing’ half
of the mass into the ground, Foster created
a ‘low’ building that echoes the height of the
surrounding buildings, the main roof line roughly
lines up with the surroundings town scape.
By reducing the mass on the third level, an open
terrace is created that provides the same view
as from the steps at a higher angle as well as
a little balcony at the back looking over the Tour
Magne. These terrace and balcony are always
open for public.

38
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䰀攀瘀攀氀 ㌀
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䰀攀瘀攀氀

䰀攀瘀攀氀 ⴀ 
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Legend
Mediatheque
Libary
Gallery
Cafe
Installation
Storage
Terrace
Administraotion

䰀攀瘀攀氀 ⴀ ㌀

䰀攀瘀攀氀 ⴀ 㐀

䰀攀瘀攀氀 ⴀ 㔀

Image 20. Isometric view of the differed levels and programs
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BUILD UP OF THE CARRÉ D’ART

Cube

Division in three parts

Servant spaces on both ends of the volume

40
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Glazed roofing

Proportion derived form Maison Carree

The placement of five stories into the ground

The Courtyard

Stairways

Thresholds

The Canopy
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COMPOSITION

Carré d’Art’s is a glass box placed on a structural
grid, seven by eight bays, with a total length of
40 meters and a width of 56 meters. Each bay
is 5 by 7 meters. The grid plays an important
role in the building as it is used to determine
the

functional arrangement and dictates

technical applications as the size the atrium, light
exposure, concrete cores, installation ducts and
the supporting structure.
The frontage has sixteen strips of windows
which give the building its orientation towards
the Maison Carrée. Due to its strong symmetry,
the front façade is completely composed of
recurring rhythmic elements.
The

longitudinal

nature

of

the

columns

emphasize the height of the Carré, while the
curtain wall mullions and the shading louvers are
placed horizontally to emphasizes the width of
the building

Image 21. Structural grid

42
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Steel columns
Concrete columns
Image 22. front façade
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CIRCULATION

The different levels are connected by a slow
rising ramp at the lower levels, which also takes
the disabled into account, while the upper levels
are connected by a the monumental staircase.
The glazed elevators connect all public levels,
providing spectacular views from within.
The different levels are also connected at the
edges of the building by a vertical shafts, that
house escape staircases, mechanical plants,
elevators and sanitation. All leading towards the
central atrium to accommodate the main vertical
circulation route, by allowing access from both
ends of the building,
The two entrances are placed at the corner of the
building, responding directly to the diagonal route
across the site. Foster hoped that pedestrians
would be lured into the building’s cool interior.

44
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Stairways
Elevators
Routing
Supply Lift

Image 23. Ground floor routing

Free route
Paid route

Image 24. Isometric view routing
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Image 25. Glazed elevators and glazed stairways
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INTERIOR

The ‘heart’ of the building is the glass-roofed

The spaces vary in height and are topped by

atrium, raised four levels above the entrée

steel louvers on pitched roofs, skylights and

level and reaching two levels below. A broad

canvas screens creating a varied skyline. This

monumental glazed staircase and landings,

variation in roof types means that the different

designed to minimize light obstruction into the

galleries spaces underneath have different light

atrium, are supported by prone steel beams

exposures.

connect the various levels of the building. The
glazed façade enable a visual link between the
atrium and Maison Carrée.
The interaction between light exposure and the
glazed staircase creates a play of light, when
observed from the bottom of the atrium, it is
described by Colin Davies to be ”like standing

under a waterfall’’.6
[6]Foster and partners. Blueprint. Extra 2.(395).2005
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Light exposure into the
atrium

Image 26. Isometric view light exposure into the atrium

Image 27. Third floor view Atrium, canvas screens and louvres adjust and filters light into the courtyard
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SPATIAL OPENNESS

Image 28.Visual openness of the Carre d’Art from the ground floor

The visual openness of the Carré d’Art gives a

visually open and inter-connected spaces.

first impression of a much smaller building.

The sem-public and private spaces, on the other

This changes when the building is explored

hand, are reclusive by being clad with materials

further. Foster creates a building with a collage

and colors that suggest closed space.

of spaces, different in height, each with an
own spatial experience. The dimensions of the
different spaces are all related to the intended
program. The public functions are designed as

50
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Image 29: spatial usage
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SEQUENCE OF SPACES
Space heights

Level 0

Level -1

Library, and administration

library and administration

Level 3

Level -3

Gallery

Gallery and Storage
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Level -2
Atrium

Level -1
Library

Level -5

Level -6

Conservation laboratories and Storage

Conservation laboratories and Storage
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SPATIAL EXPERIENCE
Open vs closed spaces

Level 0

Level 1

Level 2

Library, and administration

Child library and administration

Gallery

Level -2

Level -3

Level -4

Library, Auditorium and Mediatheque

Gallery and Storage

Gallery and Storage
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Level 3
Video room, Galleries, Terrace, cafe and reception

Level -1
Library and Administration

Level -5

Level -6

Conservation laboratories and Storage

Conservation laboratories and Storage
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STRUCTURE

Image 30. Structural bearing elements level -2

Image 31. Structural bearing elements ground floor

The Carré d’Art comprises a skin and bone

foundation of the building.

construction, placed on the structural grid inside

The monumental stairways and landings are

the envelope, resulting in a flexible interior. The

supported with a secondary structure; hollow

primary structure consists of in-situ concrete

rectangular slender steel beams connecting the

columns, varying in height between 400 mm

various levels of the building.

and 600 mm. A series of slender steel columns
supporting the canopy is placed on a second grid

The building envelope is composed in concrete

inconstant to the main grid.

columns

and

steel

curtain

wall

profiles,

sandwiching the glass panes. The façade features
The placement of five floors under the street

motorized slender louvers as an autumated

level contributes to the stability of the structure.

measure against solar radiation.

These subterranean floors are imposed on
structural chamfered trays placed above the
columns, showing the load-bearing in a tectonic
display, bearing the forces via the columns to the
56
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Structural grid
Bearing elements
400 mm concrete columns
600 mm concrete colums
300 mm steel columns

Image 32. Longitudinal bearing elements section
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STRUCTURE

Image 33. Bone structure

Image 34. Skin and bone structure

Image 35. Roofing and skylights
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Image 36. The placement of louvers and the canopy
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SYSTEMS

A series of deep funnels and light shafts ensures
that daylight is drawn into the heart of the building
and the surrounding spaces. The external louvers
shade the main façade at sufficient height above
floor level to allow the entrance lobby clear views
of the square and Maison Carré.
The skylights are linked with louvers internally
and externally, the outer louvers are motorized
and respond automatically to the changing angle
of the sun. Inside the atrium, daylight is filtered
through fixed screens.
The roof lights are double glazed with ultraviolet absorbing glass. Above these hangs a
steel frame with integrated automated louvers
managing daylight exposure, which respond to
the changing path of the sun.
The gallery walls that face the atrium are shaded
with movable canvas screens. This way, the
galleries can be shaded according to the needs
of the exibited art.
Image 37. AA section light exposure
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Legend
Light raid through the
atrium

Image 38. A-A and B-B section light exposure
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MATERIALS

The building knows three major materials

creating the canopy that shades the roof terrace

that recur throughout the interior and exterior

on the third floor and the platform on the ground

of the building. The prime structure is done

floor.

with reinforced concrete beams, columns and
floors. The secondary structure is

done with

The fourth material is a local natural stone that

prefabricated steel beams, showing tectonic

finishes the platform of the building, in the same

directness while connected to the monumental

trend as the Maison Carrée.

staircase at the various levels. These elements
are placed on a grid, which creates a frame for
the glass to fit in. Steel columns, beams and
louvers also recur in the façade of the building,
Image 39: The implementation of concrete and glas
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Image 40. The implementation of concrete and glass
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DETAILS

Foster implemented a raised floor system where
the ventilation ducts, power cables, lighting
systems and other installations are integrated.
This was done to create flush concrete ceilings
and to allow for a flexible electricity system
throughout the whole building.
These layers are supported on in-situ concrete
floors with chamfered edges, which in turn carry
the forces through the concrete columns down
to the foundations. The edge of the floor is then
finished with steel U-profiles which create a gap
for lightning fixtures (image XXXXX).

Image 22: joinery of the columns and chamfer trays
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Image 41: Under-floor system used in the Carre d’Art

Image 42. Isometric view joinery of the columns and chamfer trays

Image 43. Joinery of the glazed steps with the steel stringer

onderdeel

tekeningnr.

datum

C olumn-floor

4f

0 3 /0 1/1 6

schaal

Image 44. Joinery of the steel beams with the glazed steps
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formaat

DETAILS

The façade is comprised of columns and steel
curtain wall profiles in a composition that
sandwiches the glass panes. The curtain wall
mullions are connected to the concrete columns
with customized rounded steel profiles, adapted
to the shape of the concrete columns.

Image 45. Joinery of the curtain wall mullions and columns by click systems from the interior
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Image 46. Joinery of the curtain wall mullions and columns by click systems from the exterior
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PHOTOGRAPH REPLICATION

One of the studio’s assignments was to create a
model replica of a photograph. After visiting the
building, my choice fell on the photograph shown
in the next page.
The choice was based on the placement of
a courtyard in middle of the volume and the
incidence of light into the atrium. It also shows
a clear visual connection between spaces on
opposing sides of the atrium. The staircase
represents the vertical transportation. The photo
depicts an intermediate floor which also means
that it is multi-layered. Furthermore, the curtains
give an insight about the space and spatial
arrangement, enabling the possibility to open
and close these spaces. Another reason for the
photo’s choice was the fact that all three main
materials used in the building are displayed.
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MODEL
Spatial replication model of a photograph

Image 47: Photograph
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Image 48. Replication model
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CONCLUSION AND REFLECTION

Foster was able to fulfil his ambition of

Foster is a high-tech architect and this is very

constructing a building that ‘fits’ in its historical

apparent in the Carré d’Art. He clearly chooses

context. This is achieved by creating a dialogue

to show the beauty of bearing elements by

between tradition and innovation.

accentuating the joinery and bringing the logic of
the bearing structures into sight.

Firstly, the contours of the former theatre
building was used for the new design. Secondly,

The implementation of tectonics can clearly be

the morphology of the surrounding architecure is

seen at the double height reception area, which

adopted for the mediatheque, this is mainly to do

presents a welcoming space and reveals the

with the building height. Thirdly, the building has

entire structure with its regular bays and tiers

become an integral part of the existing routes.

of exposed concrete floors. The connection

However, the intention to integrate this route as

between the various levels is expressed with

a path through the building was not achieved.

a monumental, glazed staircase supported by

This is due to the fact that the building is ‘lifted’

steel beams.

above street level, making the stairs too big of an
obstacle for it to become part of a natural route.

By analyzing this building, I learned how to ‘fit’

Another reason for this are the atrium, where

modern, contemporary architecture within a

the staircase and the elevators form yet another

historical urban context by establishing relations

hintrance, both visually and physically. Lastly,

using analogies. It also taught me how to design

a relation with the Roman temple, the Maison

spaces with vastly different atmospheres by

Carrée, is established through an anology with

varying in the use of materials, dimensions and

rhythm, proportions, column structure and the

illumination.

portico. Some of these elements are very evident
(portico in front of each of the buildings and
column structure along the façades), whereas
others are applied subtly and in an abstracted
manner (rhythm in recurring elements and
proportions in the front façade).
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INTRODUCTION

Larger museums, historical or modern, have one

Carré d’Art and was standing unfished next to

thing in common: they are all located in special

Jardins de La Fontaine. Furthermore, the plot

buildings, which are often as impressive as the

was standing at the end of the historical route

collections they hold. Think of the impressive

of Nîmes.

buildings of the Guggenheim Foundation, the
Mercedes Benz Museum or the Van Abbe

The plot is already contains a structure consisting

museum, all buildings that leave a strong visual

of four volumes. Each volume differs from

image on your retina through their appearance.

one another in terms of heights and shapes.

Even if one does not have an appreciation for art,

Moreover, the composition and the height

a visit to a museum is and should always be an

difference of the partial volumes create the

impressive event.

suggestion that the building is turning its back to
the historical center.

The Architectural analyses of the Carré d’Art
by Norman Foster contributed to and provided

The preliminary research brought me the idea to

the means for understanding the architectural

complete the back facing, ‘unfished’ building. It

qualities that are present in a historical context,

seemed very interesting to keep the prominent

as well on how to combine these qualities into a

volumes of the building and to complete the half-

new architectural design. A trip was planned to

open building and unbuilt parts of the plot. By

Nîmes, to experience the Carré d’Art in person

designing a more accessible building that is well

as well as to find a location for the new design.

connected to the historical site, it would shift

One of the requirements of the latter was that

its direction by facing the well-visited Antonin

the location needs to have a visual connection

square. The site is well connected to the main

with Carré d’Art.

road of Nîmes’ historical core, as the building
is meters away from public transport and all

The dense center of Nîmes brought a heavy task

attractions of the city are within walking distance.

to find a location, since the historical site is fully
packed and is located on an ancient urban grid

The location analysis demonstrates a lack of

originating from the Roman period, around the

relation between the site and its surroundings.

first century BC. After analyzing the center’s

Furthermore, the morphology of the building

masterplan, exploring the historical sites for a

differs strongly from the surrounding building

few days, I came across the most challenging

blocks, this is mainly to do with the heights,

location. One that had the visual contact to the

but also the volumes’ overall shapes and their
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composition. After days of observation I noticed

links are then used as the starting point for the

that many visitors turn from the main route,

analogy.

immediately towards les Jardins de la Fontaine.
The highest and oldest volume of the building
appeared to be most connected with the
neighboring architecture, mainly by the means
of shape, materials and morphology. For this
reason, it was chosen as the basis for the design
and the guide for the analogy. Regarding the new
structure, it was an aspiration to create a building
that that will be considered as a whole rather
Image 1. The existing building in the chosen plot

two parts that are mere extentions of each other.

As explained in the preliminary research, Foster
chose to make an analogy with the Maison Carrée;
a dialogue between old and new. Furthermore.
The research on the work of Miroslav Šik shows
the importance of this relationship in creating
what he calls an ‘ensemble’, an idea that involves
an intricate balance between uniformity and
variety, old and new. In the same manner,
the new design implements this to create
relationships between existing buildings and the
new. To determine which parts of the existing
building is the most intriguing and monumental,
the site and the location was fully analyzed. The
characteristics of the building, its structure and
façades were studied.
Before starting an analogy, it was important to
identify which parts of the existing structure
is best linked to the surrounding tissue. These
Masterly Apprentice
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LOCATION

The condition that was for choosing the project
location was that the chosen site needs to be
visually connected to the analysed building, the
Carré d’Art.
As stated earlier, it was difficult to find a suitable
free plot due to the high building density. It was
inevitable that the new design would have to be
an addition to an existing (historical) tissue. My
visit to Nîmes made the process of chosing a site
easier.
The site is located at the end of a busy shopping
street on one of Nîmes’ main touristic routes.
The site is flanked by Boulevard Alphonse Daudet
from the south, along which the Carré d’Art lies,
Rue Auguste from the east, which starts at the
entrance of Maison Carrée, and two narrow oneway streets from the north and west.
This configuration means that the two buildings
(Carré d’Art and Maison Carrée) form a visually
uninterrupted triagle.
Directly at the south of the site lies Square
Antonin and at the east Place de la Bouquerie,
two much used squares
The location possesses many qualities making
it an interesting spot for a new building that
faces the city centre and strengthens the city’s
touristic route.

Image 2. France, Nimes
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Image 3. Situation of the plot and red indicates the chosen location
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LOCATION ANALYSES
The location is analysed on a number of themes
in more detail to determine its qualities and
weaknesses.

The existing building is seperated from two

At the east and south side of the plot are located

closed building blocks by narrow streets on the

two squares, Place de la Bouquerie and Place

north and west. The long side at the south and

Antonin respectively.

the short at the east adjoin two main streets.

In general, the building heights of the surrounding

The plot directly adjoins Nîmes’ most-used street

blocks are equal with the exception of the corner

for both cars and pedestrians. This is considered

building at the sourth-east facing the site.

a positive aspect and helped in choosing the site.
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The long façade along the main street faces

This diagram shows pedestrians’ walking

south meaning that the building will be catching

behavior; the paths they take and where they

sunlight during the entire day, both in winter and

stay.

summer.

The building line is parallel to the main street and

A closed building block has a better relation to

is used in both the building on the site as well as

the surroundings on the urban level.

the neigboring building block.

Image 4. Location analyses diagrams
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EXISTING BUILDING

The building on the chosen site consists of
volumes with different heights, while this is not
the case in the common building type of Nîmes,
where big variations in heights is rare.
The idea is to keep the biggest part of the
existing structure. This way, the architecture is
preserved while at the same time, creating the
opportunity to combine old and new, or to speak
in Šik’s terms, to create an ensemble. It will be
a very interesting yet challenging task to make
the two work well together while simultaneously
acknowledging both.

Image 5. Existing building
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Image 6. Existing building
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FUNCTION OF THE BUILDING

To enhance the relation between the new design,
Maison Carrée and Carré d’Art beyond the visual
connection between them, the functions are also
linked. With this, the program for an art museum
is chosen. Another reason is that most museums
in Nîmes are monuments that were built for
other functions such as religious buildings or
large mansions. There are no museums that are
designed with the purpose of an art museum
in mind at the conception. Even the Carré d’Art
is not solely designed as such, since it houses
different functions.
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PROGRAM

Function and specification			

Number of m2

Exhibition 				300

m2

Galleries					1800

m2

Office 					100

m2

Cafe / restaurant 				

m2

180

(including: kitchen, catering)
Atrium					70

m2

Roof terrace				120

m2

Art storage				400

m2

Installations				50

m2

Elevators				120

m2

stairs 					70

m2

Escape stairs				80

m2

Visitor service				10

m2

Shop					200

m2

Lockers					10

m2

Restrooms				60

m2

Total					3570

m2
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DESIGN DECISIONS

Design decision are made based on the analyses

idea and the use of internal fenestrations, rooms

done before and the choice to preserve the

on different floors are visually connected to each

current structure on the site.

other, strengthening the cohesion and unity of
the building.

The building line from the building block on the
west side and the existing building on the plot is

Designing an open, glass façade to ensure

continued in the front façade of the new design

a strong connection between the inside and

to ‘fill’ the block, this will form the new face that

outside proved to be difficult. This had mainly to

overlooks the city centre.

do with the building’s orientation and its position
in its direct vicinity, which means that the

The new structure together with the existing

southern façade will be catching direct sunlight

volumes form the new ‘completed’ building

throughout the day and all year round.

block. This is encased in a ‘shield’ consisting
of a number of steel portals and a glass skin

For these reasons, the double-skin technique

around it. The portals pierce through the existing

was used as the building’s façade system.

volumes and are thus made visible here. Next
to being the main structure, these portals also
serve to show the building’s tectonic qualities,
this is predominently the case in the atrium, free
exibition, staircase and other rooms outside the
gallery.
Besides the portals, columns and beams are
used to provide for the building’s structural
integrity. This is done to keep the plans free and
flexible and to accomodate for potential future
changes in the program.
The different rooms have varying ceiling heights
giving them each vastly different atmospheres
and making a walk through the building an
experience on its own. Due to this split-level
18
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Image 7. Design diagrams
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DESING DECISIONS

The building is provided with a central courtyard
that ensures nature light to reach the deeper
spaces and lower floors. This atrium also serves
as an organizing element around which the
functions are ordered and which connects the
different floors, both physically and visually.
The current entrance to the preserved old
building will serve as the new building’s main
entrance. By doing this, the ‘old’ in the analogy
is given a bigger role to emphasize the relation.
The reason for why the choice to have the ‘old’
represented by this particular building will be
discussed later on.
The old building is comprised of three floors,
whereas the vast majority of the surrounding
buildings have four. This is a very conspicuous
morphological inconsistency. Accordingly, this
part is extended by a fourth floor to form one
continuous volume that is experienced as a
single building block.
The choice for the building’s main materials is
based on association with high-tech architecture,
namely: glass, steel, aluminium and concrete.
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Image 8. Current morphology

Image 9. Porposal for the height of the building

Image 10. Morphology after applied
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ANALOGY WITH

A relation is made with the building standing
at the south-eastern corner of the plot. Its two
façade facing the streets have an architectural
expression derived from a type that can be found
throughout Nîmes. This façade intrigued me to
include it as an integral part of the new façade’s
design.
First, it is important to acknowledge and pinpoint
the precise qualities in the old building’s façade.
As can be seen in the diagram, the façade has a
specific rhythm where the distance between its
left and right edges and the outer window rows
is greater than that between each of the window
rows. The entire façade composition is ‘very’
symmetrical with the symmery axis running
vertically through the middle.
Horizontally, the façade can be divided into the
classical trichotomy: plinth, middle section and
crown. The plinth is given a brickwork texture
common to the type.
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Image 11. Existing part
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ANALOGY APPLIED

The analogy is applied using the following
aspects: repetition, proportion and horizontality..
The main proportions in the old façade are
continued and repeated in the new one. The
recurring rhythm of varying distances between
edge and window and between two windows
is preserved in the new façade. The horizontal
bands are extended as prominent steel beams.
The main façade axes, the ones defining the
façade’s width, are repeated in the floor plans
three times. In turn, the plan is divided into a grid
derived from the horizontal distance between
the windows.
The earlier-mentioned rhythm is made visible in
the interior by means of prominent steel portals
whose positioning is dictated by the rhythm. The
secondary steel structure follows this same grid.
The concrete floors are positioned inside the
HEA-beams and not on top of them. This way,
the steel beams can be observed in both the
floors and ceilings.
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Image 12. Analogy applied
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BUILD UP

To give an overview of the project’s conception,

Step 7: the double-skin façade system and

a 3D diagram is made with its build up shown in

roof panels are installed. The portals are

chronological steps.

interconnected with horizontal and occasional
diagonal steel tubes. This way, the entire roof will

Step 1: the plot’s current situation as it stands
today.
Step 2: the roofs are removed to make room for
the new floor and steel structure.
Step 3: the new volume as one contiuous
building block.
Step 4: the steel portals are positioned according
to a repeating rhythm derived from the old
façade.
Step 5: the secondary steel structure is
independent of the portals to provide the
freedom in plan organization needed for a
museum with an every-changing collection. This
programmatic flexibility is one of the main tenets
of the high-tech movement.
Step 6: non-bearing internal walls are placed. The
same principle of adaptability applies here.
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function as a single constructive plate.

Image 13. Build up
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THE FLOOR PLANS

The plans are designed according the following
aspects: situation, program and analogy.
Two main, busy streets run along two sides of
the building at the south and east. Along the old
building at the north runs a much less-frequented
one-way street. This makes the ground floor
of the existing building an ideal space for art
storage. Offices and the store are placed in the
entrance building at the far east.
Being a museum building, light plays a main
role in designing the plans. Consistency in
illumination throughout the day is essential for
most art pieces, therefore daylight should be
limited. For this reason, the gallery spaces are
placed along the north façade in the old building.
Circulation spaces and galleries for art pieces
with low light demands are positioned along the
south façade.
Thirdly, the notion of analogy has played a
defining role in the plans’ conception where the
portals and their positioning, derived from the
proportions in the old façade, dictate the internal
organization.
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Main entrances

Image 14. Ground floor

1: Shop
2: Offices
3: Storage Area
4: Atrim
5: Restrooms
6: Espace stairs/Goods elevators
7: Gallery/ 3D artwork
8: Restaurant
9: Roof terrace
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THE FLOOR PLANS

Image 15. First floor

Image 17. Second floor
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Image 16. Third floor

Image 18. Fourth floor
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ELEVATIONS

Image 19. Southe facade

Image 21. West facade
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Image 20. North facade

Image 22. East facade
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SECTIONS AND DETAILS

4

3

2
1

A

3

2
1

A

Image 23. C-C section

Louvers
Ventilation grid
Curtain wall
Wooden plank
Steel tubes profile

1

Aluminum sandwich panel

A
Image 24. Horitontal portal detail
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2

A

A
Curtain wall
Aluminium grid
Anchoring steel profile
Ventilation grid
Water proof layer
Insulation
Image 25.Foundation
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A

Ventilation grid
Curtain wall
Louvers
Steel tubes profile
Aluminum sandwich panel

A

Image 26. Horizontal Band and Double skin detail
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Aluminium sandwich panel
Aluminium grid
Ventilation grid
Water proof layer
Insulation
Underlayment plate
Steel tubes profile

A

Image 27. Roof detail
4
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ROUTING

Routing throughout the building is mainly
organized around the atrium with a grand
staircase.
The aim was to connect the old building with the
new parts in such a way that the two are not
experienced as two seperate entities but that
the ones flows naturally into the other.
The galleries, where direct sunlight is not
desirable, are placed in the old building.
En door de eisen van de ruimtes voor gallarien
die niet direchte zonlicht binnen moeten krijgen.
Dit is ook de reden waarom de oude deel
voornamelijk gebruikt wordt om gallarien te
plaatsen en met kustlicht belichten.
Routing can also be influenced by using light.
Painting are placed at the back walls and the
front side, which borders the atrium, is used to
move into the next floor.
The walking route is designed as a loop in such
a way that there is a ‘natural’ path which does
not cross the same space more than once. The
staircase serves as a crossroads here, where
after having walked through a floor, one can
choose to either continue their way up or end
their visit and go down.
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Image 28. Routing in 3D
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3D SECTIONS

C-C

The sections show how the new parts are
internally connected to the old and how the
different spaces flow into each other. Due to
varying heights, a walk through the building

A-A

becomes a compelling series of experiences in
itself.
Also shown are the visual connections between
the different spaces and between the in- and
outside and the presence of the portals in the
spaces.

Image 29.Floor plan

Image 30. A-A section
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B-B

Image 31.B-B Section

Image 32.C-C Section
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VARIATIONS OF SPACES

Image 33. A-A section

Image 34.Variation of spaces from section A-A
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Image 35. B-B Section

Image 36. Variation of spaces from section B-B
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LIGHT

Daylight predominantly enters the building via
the atrium and the glass façade at the south.
In the atrium, light is filtered through screens
positioned on the inside of the ceiling. This
prevents direct sunlight from entering the gallery.
The double-skin southern façade is equiped
with an horizontal tetractable, automated louvre
system between the two skins that react to
sunlight. When the sun sets, the louvres are
retracted to reveal the open public and circulation
spaces inside.
Both systems, the roof screens and the façade
louvres, ensure controllabaility of daylight inside
the gallery spaces.
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Image 37. C-C section light exposure

Image 38. A-A section light exposure
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MATERIALS

Meteriality and material expression is derived
from the high-tech movement: glass, steel,
aluminium and concrete.
Internal walls are applied in three variants:
transparent,

translucent

and

closed.

The

selection is made on the basis of the functional
requirements of the rooms they respectively
close.
Translucent walls are used in the overhanging
gallery space along the façade. This way, daylight
enters the space while at the same giving a
faded glance at the objects and visitors inside,
provoking curiosity.
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Image 39. Used materials
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STRUCTURE

As stated before, plan flexibility is one of the
main tenets of high-tech architecture. This is
especially desirable for a museum function
where the collection is repeatedly changing. It
also gives the possibility for a relatively hasslefree repurposing of the building in the distant
future or a reorganization of the functions.
This flexibility is enhanced by keeping secondary
steel structure independent of the main structure
of the portals. This also ensures that the portal
structure, and the analogy that it is derived
from, is permanent and ‘protected’ from future
changes.

Image 40. Render of portals and the curtain wall
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Image 41. Steel structure which is not connected to the portals
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DOUBLE SKIN FAÇADE

The double skin allows for a complete visual
immersion between inside public spaces and
the street and Square Antonin. It also enables an
uninterrupted view towards the Carré d’Art.
The system consists of two glass layers set in
steel windows frames supported by the portals.
The glass layers are set apart 80 centimers to
acoomodate the louvres and allow for enough
room for maintenance. To relieve this cavity
from sun heat absorbed by the louvres, it is
mechanically ventilated through slits in the
floor between the portals. Heated air is in turn
transported through shafts in the ceiling.4
During the winter months, this heat is reused to
heat the the spaces inside.
Besides the thermal and visual advantages, this
system also provides proven benefits.
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Image 42. working of skin facade in the summer and winter
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SYSTEM

The roof is lined with photovoltaic panels to
generate (a part of) the electricity needed in
the building. After a rough calculation with
the available roof surface and orientation, this
would this provide an approximate of 150 kWh
a year, about 20% of the projected yearly power
consumption of a museum of this size.3
The generated electricity is used for lighting,
ventilation,

climate

control

and/or

systems.
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daylight

Image 43. Solar panels
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INTERIOR RENDERS

Image 44. from the main entrance

Image 46. from second floor
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Image 45. from ground floor gallery

Image 47. Render Gallery on the second floor
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INTERIOR RENDERS

Image 48. from the main entrance

Image 50. from second floor staircase
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Image 49. from second floor gallery

Image 51. From third floor Gallery
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EXTERIOR RENDER

Image 52. Render from outside
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CONCLUSION

The studio’s title “Masterly Apprentice” implies

to the large program in order to morphologically

a didactic process. For me, this is especially

fit it into its urban context.

applicaple for the early design phases, after
having chosen the reference building and when

The main lesson I drew from the analysis was

the architect’s design method is analyzed and

Foster’s approach to context and his use of

applied in the own design. This was for me the

certain contextual aspects as givens to be taken

period in which I learned the most.

into consideration in the design.

I’ve always been fascinated by Norman Foster’s

For me, the main contextual feature to be

designs and his way of thinking. Foster is mostly

considered was a building on the selected

known for his works which are often labeled

location that I chose to preserve, and mainly its

as ‘high-tech’ architecture. Foster’s approach

façade. After an extensive analysis, the façade’s

involves the use state-of-the-art and innovative

most defining characteristics were identified and

technologies and materials.

consequently uses in the new façade design.
Mostly prominently, the main vertical rhythm of

What drew the me most the the eventually

the windows rows is brought back as set of steel

chosen Carré d’Art in the southern French Nîmes

portals. The horizontal bands are also extended

is the fact that Foster was able to expertly fit a

into the new glass façade underston the classical

high-tech colossal structure in a historically rich

tripartition of plinth, mid section and crown.

context. I was most interested in the way he
established relations between the modern and

The now-too-low preserved building is also

the traditional. The method that Foster used

expanded up by an additional floor so as to fit

here is the analogy, where he takes certain

the building into the surrounding with regards to

prominent elements from the surroundings

building height.

and applies them in an abstracted way into his
design. These aspects were, among others:

A high-tech expression is achieved by using

morphology of the surrounding urban tissue,

materials associated with the movement: steel,

footprint of the previous theatre on the site and

aluminium, glass and concrete.

Maison Carrée’s façade composition, rythm and
grid. One expample of Foster’s faithfulness to

This, together with the fact that there is a direct

these ‘contextual givens’ is the fact that half of

visual connection between the buiding and

the building had to be ‘pushed’ underground due

Carré d’Art, will result in a common architectural
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language which will reinforce both buildings’
presence in their respective sites.
Comparing the results of the design with the
methods used in Carré d’Art, one could say
that it is fairly evident that the lessons have
been drawn from Norman Foster’s approach to
modern architecture in a historical context.

Image 53. Musée Mélange in historical context
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REFLECTION

Looking back at the process from the start, I can
say that I am very happy with my choice for this
studio, despite the occasional hitches. I would
even go so far as to say that these difficulties
and tutor feedbacks on them have been essential
for the eventually better results.
As an architecture student, I have undergone an
enormous development and have thus become
a better designer .
I would like to thank my tutors Jacob Voorhuis for
extensive theoretical and linguistic knowledge,
Jan Schevers for his technical grasp and Sergio
Figueiredo for helping me think outside the box.
I am also very greatful for my colleagues from
my generation and others and student assistent
Matteo Basso for their support in helping me
improve myself and my design.
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